The paper considers the procedure of carrying out the experimental investigations of the dynamic component of the error for the manipulator output link based on empiric relations obtained experimentally. Results of experimental investigations are presented; they include the empiric relation of evaluating the dynamic characteristics of the manipulator during the tryout of the arbitrary spatial path.
Introduction
In modern state of production a great attention is paid to increasing the quality of responsible and heavy loaded units obtained by cutting, overlaying, painting and welding, including the electron-beam welding (EBW). Such units found their application in many industrial branches, for instance, in rocket and ship engineering, nuclear engineering, power engineering, device and relay production, air-engine and automobile industry. It is stipulated by increased demands to the service life of such units and their operation reliability, to lowering the production cost and the cost of technique for robot-controlled systems (RCS). These demands are closely related to the positioning accuracy for mechatronic modules of motion (MMM) as components of RCS manipulators. Even greater attention is paid now to implementing the working function by MMM, for example, tryout of a certain motion path by a manipulator operating unit with the assigned accuracy of positioning. The term "positioning" here means aiming and transmitting the output link of the operating unit along the assigned motion path.
When thermal, mechanical or other deformations of the unit are essential within the manufacturing process or when it is necessary to obtain high positioning accuracy, it is required to control the position of the manipulator output link based on determining the positioning error during the tryout of the manipulator motion path. It is especially essential when velocities of manipulator displacement and/or the mass of the operating unit are considerable. Results of experiments carried out on the basis of the developed procedure of investigating the dynamic component of the error for the manipulator output link allow evaluating the dynamic characteristics of the manipulator during the tryout of the arbitrary spatial path.
for the operating unit and, therefore, displacement of the actual position for the manipulator output link with respect to the assigned position takes place. Dynamic forces imply here inertia forces when speeding up the operation unit, forces provided by the manufacturing process (if present), and friction forces in slideways. These forces are usually neglected due to their insignificant influence on the position of the operating unit [1, 2] .
The existing method of approximated analysis of dynamic errors for robots presented in [2] is applied in cases when program motion paths are smooth and program motions are slow. In individual cases it is necessary to perform calculations by discrete time intervals to correct the position of the output link during the motion path tryout [1, 2] .
However, taking into account the complexity of creating the dynamic models for multi-link manipulators of the welding gun and the blank displacement unit, an attempt was made to obtain empiric relations for variation of manipulator output link displacement depending on the obtained values of kinetic energy as
where: ddyn is the manipulator error related to its dynamic characteristics at considered points of the motion path i; T is the total kinetic energy of the mechanical system. Here 
where: Ta, Top is the kinetic energy of the manipulator and the operating unit. The dynamic model of the manipulator can be developed based on Lagrange equation of the second kind for a holonomic system with n degrees of freedom which can be presented as
where: mi is the mass of the link i; v0i is the velocity of a certain point of the link Oi accepted to be the pole; ric is the radius vector of the center of the link inertia in the system of related coordinates, the center of the coordinate system coinciding with the pole Oi; Ji is the inertia moment of the link i; wi is the vector of the angular velocity of the link in the accepted coordinate system. When performing the experimental investigation for the dynamic component of the manipulator output link error, the investigated factors were the maximum linear velocity of the robot output link vmax at testing and automatic modes and the load mass ml. Experiments were performed with the robot-manipulator with floor fixation produced by the company KUKA. The laser sensor of linear displacements ZX2-LDА (OMRON company) with measurement accuracy 0.0001 mm was chosen to be the external measuring device. The scheme of the experimental stand and the procedure of investigations are described in [3, 4] .
Having determined the values of kinetic energy Ti at reference points of the motion path according to (2, 3) and having analyzed the experimental data, empirical relations were obtained for variation of the manipulator dynamic error at investigated points which take into account inertia characteristics of its operating units. The obtained results allowed correcting the position of the output link at each investigated point of the motion path along the coordinate z (during experiments). Relations (1) were obtained at the following chosen factors: ml = 40.8 kg; vmax1 = 10 mm/s, vmax2 = 30 mm/s, vmax3 = 60 mm/s, vmax4 = 80 mm/s, vmax5 = 110 mm/s. Fig. 1 shows the empiric relations for the manipulator dynamic error depending on kinetic energy at reference points of the motion path when the manipulator output link is displacing along the motion path at variation of velocities. ∆dyn, mcm
Kinetic energy T at the reference point, 10 12 J. manipulator output link displacement is increased and, therefore, kinetic energy is increased, the value of dynamic error is decreased. It is stipulated by taking into account the value of the output link deviation from the nominal position based on determining the dynamic error along the coordinate z. Empiric relation of the manipulator output link deviation from the assigned position is non-linear, that is explained by non-uniform distribution of reference points along the motion path.
Dynamic error of manipulator depending on kinetic energy when changing the velocity of displacement of the output link

Results and Discussion
The performed numerical experiments based on the proposed model of providing the assigned positioning accuracy resulted in determining the deviations of the manipulator output link from the assigned position with account of kinematic and dynamic characteristics of the mechanical system. The total kinetic energy of the system depends on mass, linear and angular velocities, moments of inertia and geometric parameters of the manipulator link. Empiric relation of the manipulator output link deviation from the assigned position is non-linear, that is explained by non-uniform distribution of reference points along the motion path.
Conclusions
The performed investigations resulted in obtaining experimental data on deviations of the manipulator output link from the nominal position along the axis z. Based on statistical analysis of experimental data, the mean deviations from the nominal position for each reference point of the motion path were determined, the experimental data being obtained by the external sensor of position. Moreover, the mean square deviation from the assigned position was determined for twenty measurements. Results of experiments showed that the value of deviation for the manipulator output link from the nominal position (positioning error) is decreased when the proposed procedure is applied to account the dynamic component of the error based on empiric relations.
Therefore, in order to implement investigations, the procedure was developed to carry out the experimental research of the positioning accuracy for the robot-manipulator output link with account of the dynamic error. The procedure of carrying out the experimental research includes experiment planning, processing and analysis of the obtained experimental data. The performed experimental investigations of the positioning accuracy for the manipulator output link during its motion path tryout allowed stating that application of this approach with obtaining the empiric relation taking into account the influence of the dynamic component of the error is the efficient means of increasing the manipulator positioning accuracy and, as a consequence, of increasing the quality of the produced units.
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